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Do I neeD a BoP? 
HOw TO InSURE My EMERGInG
GROwTH LIFE SCIEnCE COMPAny

Small businesses make up over 97.7% of all U.S. 
businesses according to U.S. Census Bureau 2006
statistics, and life science companies number over
10,000. Many small life science business owners are
scientists and entrepreneurs, whose passion drives
their work, research, discovery and innovation. To be
successful, they must also be savvy business and
financial professionals. Insurance requirements can
be a conundrum, or a “necessary evil” for small 
business owners who often have to “learn as they
go” by asking questions, such as “what type of 
coverages do I need to have in place” and “how
affordable are the appropriate coverages?”

The insurance industry has responded to the needs
of the small business owner by offering a Business
Owners Policy or “BOP.” Introduced in the 1970s, the
BOP has become a very popular insurance solution
for small to medium sized businesses. BOPs combine
basic coverages needed by a typical small business
into a standard package. The premium is generally
less than the cost of purchasing these coverages
separately. Many small business owners prefer the
simplified nature and lower premium of the BOP to
buying multiple policies.
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Many of the coverages needed by small and medium
sized businesses, with the exception of auto and
workers’ compensation, can be included in a BOP.
These package policies can offer property coverage
for buildings, equipment and inventory; liability cover-
age for actions or products that allegedly result in
injury or damage; as well as some additional types of
coverage that most businesses require. Many BOPs
also include business interruption insurance, which
provides money to offset some of the loss of income
resulting from a property loss. Optional coverages
may be added to meet other needs of the business,
such as crime or hired auto liability. with these 
coverages, the BOP can provide a solution for the
property and general liability needs of many small
businesses.

The challenge for small life science business owners,
however, is that their risk and insurance needs may
not be completely addressed with the BOP coverages.
A small life science company may be a laboratory
doing research for its own work or doing research 
on behalf of others. A small medical technology 
company may be developing or manufacturing 
prototypes or new technologies used in healthcare
services. These companies may qualify for a BOP, 
but may need coverages other than those the typical
BOP offers.

For instance, a BOP may not adequately cover the
value of specialized research equipment, which has
been customized to your life science company’s 
work processes or fully cover the value and time of
research materials, such as cell cultures, tissue sam-
ples, animals or plants, or even the documentation
and data, including electronic or paper research
notes. Business interruption coverage may not
respond if the life science business is not generating
an accounting profit. It’s also important to understand
if there is liability coverage for personal injury and/or
advertising injury arising out of the company’s 
activities on or through the internet or other commu-
nications networks. Most insurers offer life science
companies a choice of coverages, but not on a busi-
ness owner’s policy. As a result, small business owners
may need to choose between convenience and cost
or coverage.

Managing risk is about more than having the right
coverages, although that is where it usually starts. a
small biotechnology or medical technology business
owner who wants to explore whether a BoP offers
the right coverage for the unique exposures of a life
science company should consider asking an insur-
ance professional questions, such as:

Property coverages: 
• Does the coverage for physical assets include

building, equipment, furnishings, fixtures, invento-
ry, computers, valuable papers and records, and
research materials, including animals, plants, cell
cultures and other media? 

• Does the coverage specify replacement cost,
including the value of the research or modifica-
tions completed by our business? 

• Does the coverage include change in humidity 
or temperature, spoilage or breakdown of the
equipment which might lead to temperature or
spoilage loss? 



• Does the coverage include any additional costs 
for biological hazardous waste or radioactive
decontamination clean-up if the laboratories have
such materials? 

• Are there extensions of coverage for property of
others at your site, transit, off-premises property, 
or samples in the custody of salespeople?

Business Interruption coverage: 
• Does coverage extend to lost income as a result 

of physical damage to research materials and
records, prototypes and design plans, or other
unique property? 

• will coverage apply to business income lost from
failure to meet milestones or other contractual 
obligations as part of research grants and project
funding? 

• If the laboratory or manufacturing facility requires
FDA certification, does the business income period
of restoration extend to cover this additional time
for lost income?

general liability or other liability coverage: 
• Does the coverage adequately protect the 

landlord for fire damage that may be caused 
by our operations? 

• If required by our lease, is the landlord an additional
insured on our policy? 

• Does the policy offer coverage for injury that results
from my business operations, even if I do not have a
commercial product in the marketplace? 

• Are injuries allegedly resulting from my web site or
other communications methods covered? 

• Is vicarious auto liability covered from hired autos 
or employee non-owned auto liability? 

• Do we have the appropriate excess limits in an
Umbrella form?

Asking questions can help life science business own-
ers to begin to understand and manage their risk and
insurance needs and balance cost and convenience
with coverage. Depending on your company’s opera-
tion, the BOP may be the right solution for your small
biotechnology or medical technology businesses. As
your company grows, you may need additional cover-
age to protect your business against the increased
risks that come with operational changes and growth.
your insurance advisor can help you evaluate your
coverage needs at different stages of your company’s
life cycle.

The Hartford understands that small life science busi-
nesses need the security and peace of mind that
comes with safeguarding your hard work. For that
reason, we brought together the two most critical
coverages that no emerging growth life science busi-
ness should be without into one convenient policy.
Our Spectrum for Life Sciences Business Owner’s
Policy combines our comprehensive General Liability
and Property coverage in one simple policy. now you
can help defend your business from financial loss and
unforeseen disasters with core protection from a 
company you can trust. For more information on best
practices for small business planning and risk man-
agement, please visit The Hartford’s Technology and
Life Science web site,
www.thehartford.com/info/technology or contact
The Hartford at medtechlifesci@thehartford.com.
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